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Outline

Home sweet home
Warm-up: Getting to know each other

Writing: Which floor do you live on?

Speaking: What’s your home like?

Speaking: From home to school

Speaking: Who?

Writing: Things at home

Writing: What are they doing?

★     Reading and writing: What would you say?

★     Reading and writing: What is it?

Vocabulary
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Travelling 
       around the world

Warm-up: In our class …

Writing: What is it?

Writing: The world map

Reading and speaking: Don’t miss the bus!

Reading and speaking: Let’s travel!

Reading and speaking: The flight is delayed!

Grammar: How much do I know about verb tenses?

Reading and writing: Teresa visits England

★     Reading and writing: Little Jaimie

★     Writing: An email to a penfriend 

Vocabulary
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Turn the computer on
Warm-up: I sell…

Writing: What are these?

Writing: Turn on/off

Reading and writing: Where are these people? 

Speaking and writing: What you want and what 
you need

Listening: What services do they want? 

★     Reading and writing: Dialogue at an electronic store

★     Listening: When did Mike get these things? 

Vocabulary

Let’s go online!
Warm-up: Talking about favourite movies

Reading and writing: What’s missing?

Reading and speaking: What’s the subject?

Writing: Are you going out this evening?

Reading and writing: What are their jobs?

Grammar: Adjectives and adverbs

★     Listening: Weekend plan 

★     Speaking: Online writing competition 

Vocabulary
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In my free time
Reading and writing: Happy times

Reading and writing: Which document?

Reading and speaking: More documents

Reading and writing: How many times have you …?

Writing: Talking about plans

★     Reading and writing: Christmas time!

★     Reading and writing: Going to a meeting

★     Listening: Doing a school project 

Vocabulary
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Our natural world
Warm-up: How am I feeling?

Reading and writing: What is it?

Writing and speaking: The four seasons

Reading and speaking: What do you think?

Speaking: Do you love trees?

Grammar: Gerund

★     Reading and writing: Andrea loves nature

★     Listening: How are they feeling? 

Song appreciation: Let’s plant a tree 

Vocabulary

10 Mock test 1, 
   review & revision

Places in my town
Warm-up: Sea captain

Reading and writing: Giving directions

Speaking: Use the crossing

Listening: How do I get there? 

Writing and speaking: Where are these places? 

Reading and writing: Prepositions of time and place 

Reading: Where are these people?

★     Reading and writing: What do these signs say? 

Grammar: Preposition

Vocabulary

My favourite subject
Warm-up: Talking about studies

Speaking: What’s your favourite subject?

Reading and writing: I’m able to …

Reading and speaking: Don’t forget to return the books

Reading and speaking: What is it about?

Reading and writing: Michelle’s school life

Writing: Which subject?

Grammar: Frequency adverbs

★       Listening: School information day 

Vocabulary

www.eurekahk.net/resources

Find the MP3 audio recordings, listening scripts, 
English songs and additional exercises here:
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Objectives
This course aims to train students’ reading, writing, listening and speaking 
skills prescribed in the syllabus. By the end of the course, students will be 
able to:

      • understand written information from various texts, e.g. signs, 
        brochures, newspapers and magazines
      • write short messages and notes
      • understand spoken announcements, and 
      • actively take part in a conversation by asking and answering questions. 

Features
This course is developed based on the Cambridge English syllabus for Key 
for Schools, also known as Key English Test (KET) for Schools. Some of 
the features of this course are:

       Topic-based curriculum covering all essential areas of the Key level;       
          listening, speaking, reading, writing and grammar
       Clearly defined learning objectives and meaningful tasks included in 
          each unit
       Structured lesson plans for classroom delivery by native speaking 
          English teachers
       Exam-format consolidation exercises
       Unit-by-unit vocabulary list
       Final mock test to evaluate learning

Cambridge English: Key for School corresponds to the A2 Level of the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). It is 
recommended for students from P6 to S1.










